In partnership with

WATER & WASTEWATER NETWORKS

READY TO OPTIMIZE
WITH NETWORK
DATA ANALYTICS?
GRUNDFOS iSOLUTIONS
PUMP

CLOUD SERVICES

Dynamic subscription-based software for urban water utilities
activates the data in your system to monitor, diagnose, predict,
and plan for your entire network infrastructure
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

IT’S ABOUT UTILIZING THE
INCREASING AMOUNT OF AVAILABLE
DATA. ABOUT CONNECTING THE DOTS
AND LEVERAGING YOUR ABILITY TO
PREDICT AND PRIORITIZE.
PROACTIVELY. PROFITABLY. SMART.
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THERE’S A SMART
REVOLUTION GOING ON
Keeping your pace as cities get smarter in
an increasingly interconnected world calls
for new thinking. New solutions.
At the same time, the movement towards
smart water networks entails numerous
possibilities. New ways of collecting,
combining, and utilizing data with the
purpose of improving your predictive
capabilities and enable you to make even
better decisions. On time.

Or perhaps even more appealing, think of failure
predictions. And how the right software, fed with a
combination of historical, live, and new data can bring
your predictive hit rate closer to reality and make sure your
system will alert you about possible failures before they
happen. Instead of having unhappy consumers alerting
you after it happened.
With our global market leader position within pumps
as our starting point Grundfos now enters the smart
revolution, offering digital solutions that will simplify and
optimize our customers’ daily operations and long-term
planning.

Think of the weather, for example. And how new software allows for real-time weather forecasting to be
embedded in your utility’s data set, enabling you to
operate efficiently to consumer demands in complete
synchronization with weather-related fluctuations.
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

HAD THE UTILITY REPLACED
THE TOP 1% OF THE PIPES
PRIORITIZED BY GRUNDFOS
UTILITY ANALYTICS, THEY
WOULD HAVE PREVENTED 24%
OF THE PIPE BREAKS THAT
ACTUALLY OCCURRED.
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A CASE OF
PRECISE PREDICTION
Recently, the San Antonio Water System
(SAWS), a large water utility in Texas,
USA, dared us to prove that our software
could enhance their ability to operate
proactively and efficiently.

Here is why.

The utility provided us with complete records of their
almost 20,000 pipe failures between 2005 and 2014. And
then presented the challenge:

STRATEGIC LEVEL

“From January 2015 to October 2017 we recorded 5,034 pipe
failures in our water distribution network. Compared to
the historical data provided, we'd like see which pipes the
software predicted had failed.”
We began by feeding into the software the failure records,
as well as their complete GIS asset data inventory.
Then we put our software to work.
After just three days dedicated to reconciling and
validating the utility’s data set, the first results were
generated, and we were soon ready to present our pipe
failure prediction from 2015 to 2017. The Grundfos Utility
Analytics prediction could then be used by the water
utility to develop a pipe replacement plan, which Grundfos
Utility Analytics could also provide.

The analytical and predictive capability that comes with
the Grundfos Utility Analytics solution today benefits
our American customer on all levels:

• Auditable criteria for establishing a
long-term pipe replacement plan
• Improved TOTEX/CAPEX planning and risk management
• Ability to calculate the relationship between share
of pipes replaced and failures prevented on a
year-to-year basis

TACTICAL LEVEL
• More precise project calculations
• Conversion from reactive to proactive approach
• Improved prioritization in Asset Management

OPERATIONAL LEVEL
• Faster detection of leaking pipes by field crews
• More efficient reaction to bursts
• Reduced operational costs

When comparing our results with the actual data for the
above-mentioned period, the utility had all the fact-based
evidence they needed.

Prioritized pipes replaced

Top 1%

Top 5%

Top 50%

Pipe failures prevented

24%

49%

92%
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

LISTEN TO YOUR DATA.
AND SAVE TIME,
MONEY, AND WATER
Less than 1% of available data is effectively
used. The cost of this could run into hundreds
of millions of dollars because prediction,
prioritizing, and planning suffers from
non-data-driven decisions.* Ready for the
good news?
Fourth Industrial Revolution? Sensorization? Big data?
Harnessing and making sense of the enormous amount
of interconnected data from internal and external
sources alike?
The Grundfos Utility Analytics software gives you the
answers. We add valuable information and analytics to
your SCADA data and provide one common data landscape,
permanently updated, for the entire organization to
act upon. No more silos. No more driving in the dark.

Just unprecedented holistic insights, useful tools, and
tangible savings. What's more, our cloud-based software
is 100% non-intrusive. Data flows in one direction only,
all controlled by the water utility, and with the highest
possible level of data security.
By implementing our web-based software, you will
unfold a cornucopia of improvement opportunities and
possibilities that will change your world and significantly
strengthen your utility’s ability to:
•
•
•
•

MONITOR
PREDICT
DIAGNOSE
PLAN

All told, this solution is a giant leap towards smart water
and wastewater networks.

*Source: IDC IVIEW. THE DIGITAL UNIVERSE IN 2020: Big Data, Bigger Digital Shadows,
and Biggest Growth in the Far East. December 2012. John Gantz and David Reinsel. Sponsored by
EMC Corporation.The figures are from 2012, but we expect the trend to be the same today.
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Grundfos Utility Analytics will benefit
your water company on all levels

STRATEGIC LEVEL
As part of the utility’s top management you will be on much safer
ground when predicting, diagnosing, prioritizing, and planning. This
means that future CAPEX investments will be decided on a more
solid and factual foundation. In addition, using the same data set and
analytics across the entire organization prevents a lot of discussions,
misunderstandings, and localized efforts that do not benefit the
whole. For example, when Water Balance and NRW are being
discussed, everybody will look at one figure. And one figure only.

Keywords:
• CAPEX investments
• Cash flow
• Performance Indicators
• Customer satisfaction
• Asset Management

TACTICAL LEVEL
For Operations Managers, Development Engineers, Water Quality
staff etc. Grundfos Utility Analytics provides new tools that enable
them to stop acting on gut feelings and best guesses. Instead,
their decision making and prioritizing will be based on data-driven
intelligence, ensuring they are always two steps ahead, e.g. when
predicting water losses and failures, evaluating system performance,
and when working out pipe replacement plans.

Keywords:
• Failure analysis
• Network modeling
• NRW/Water Mass Balance
• Pipe replacement plans
• Defendable Water Audits

OPERATIONAL LEVEL
With Grundfos Utility Analytics monitoring and predicting
tools, the efficiency of your day-to-day operations will increase
significantly. First and foremost, your field crews will get much faster
to pipe breaks, developing leaks and inflow and infiltration incidents,
thanks to leading-edge event detection. It will also narrow down
the search, for example, for leaking pipes, since the system will
help narrow down where to look. This enables you to prevent rather
than having to react. Which will save you massive volumes of nonrevenue water and infiltration flows.

Keywords:
• 3D zone-based overview
• Daily performance
• Reaction time
• Customer satisfaction
• O&M costs
• Condition Monitoring
• Inflow & Infiltration
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

CARING ABOUT
YOUR UTILITY’S LEVELS
OF NRW AND I&I
Here’s how Grundfos Utility Analytics
can be useful across the organization
High levels of non-revenue water (NRW)
and infiltration and inflow (I&I) water is
detrimental to a water utility’s financial,
environmental, and public image viability.
However, deciding on the best course of
action to reduce NRW and I&I has, until
now, been extremely difficult.

Would it increase your utility’s long-term profitability
if you were able to continuously read and act upon
actual NRW levels—zone by zone? And what if you could
quantify and locate I&I accurately to leverage savings in
treatment costs?
With Grundfos Utility Analytics, all team members—from
operations to engineering or financial—get the value
from shared analytics about the same reality including a
common water balance across the entire organization.

Supports and optimizes many user roles in the utility
Grundfos Utility Analytics is designed to run continuously in the background,
taking in facts and providing analytics and productive features meant to
support, enrich, improve, and optimize the many user roles—and tasks carried
out by real people.

8
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STEP 1: Water Balance at your fingertips
Grundfos Utility Analytics Water Balance provides
zone-based water balance components, such as
real losses, authorized billed consumption, apparent
losses, unauthorized consumption, and NRW,
for any meaningful time frame compatible with your
data’s granularity.

OPERATIONAL
MANAGER
Water Balance analytics will quickly show
you which zones have higher NRW, ILI,
and allow you to compare to potential telltales: real losses, work orders, metering
errors, pipe failure rates, pressure levels,
to name a few.

STEP 2: Events
Grundfos Utility Analytics' Events (part
of the Monitor module) provides you
with an always-on, active and fast detection of leaks and bursts. Plus, the feature
will notify you about any metering or
communications malfunction, or many
other events. On the events app you
will be able to correlate rain events with
inflow increase that will help you assess
infiltration points in your network.

Additional features:
• Reliable, automated estimation of
volumes lost in a leak or burst
• Event alerts via email or text message
• Recording of time taken to clear
each event
• Operational feedback (through work
orders) for validation of flow data

TECHNICAL
DIRECTOR

FINANCIAL
DIRECTOR

Grundfos Utility Analytics' Water
Balance will point out the zones where
apparent losses are higher.

Water Balance will give you instant
quantification on the scale of NRW or
billed and unbilled volumes, customer
meter performance, unavoidable losses.

STEP 2: Meters

STEP 2: Zones 3D

The “Meters” feature (part of the Monitor module) provides you with meter
validation and reliability analysis, which
will help you evaluate and make the
right decisions – including finding which
meters are not performing adequately.

City Zones 3D and its user-programmable
wide range of zone-based KPIs allows you
to go deeper on accountability. Feedback
from flow-metering can help guide billing
estimations, thus reducing uncertainty in
both over- and underbilling. And current
and past investments can be pitched
against their performance objectives and
assessed objectively. All from the CFO’s seat.

Additional features:
• Advanced flow analysis of trends,
behaviours, consumers, and network
• Demand patterns for hydraulic
simulation
• Automated minimum flows analysis
• Pressure, water quality and other
patterns
• Metering reliability analysis

Benefits:
•
•
•
•

Auditable calculations and analysis
Improved decision making
Reduced NRW
Reduced I&I

Benefits:
• Reduced response times to field events
• Streamlined workflow for operational
events
• Cross-checking and quantification
of work orders
• Optimization of operational efficiency
• Automatically detect and get notifications about abnormal network events
(flow, level, quality)

Additional features:
• Planning-centric, dynamic 3D space
and time analytics
• Time tracking of zone and system
diagnostics
• Repeatable, direct support to system
prioritisation
• Targeted investigation of potential
causes and effects of deviations to
planning

Benefits:
• Quantified, better informed financial
planning using organisation-wide data
• Vastly improved estimation of
unmetered or future billing
• Better control and monitoring of
CAPEX/TOTEX investments and
their effects
• Better identification of problem areas
leads to asset prioritisation, addressing potential for I&I reduction

9
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

ASSET MANAGEMENT PLANNING

WANT TO MAKE
A VIABLE PIPE
REPLACEMENT PLAN?

Let Grundfos Utility Analytics do the math

Making a viable pipe replacement plan
involves numerous factors. Factors, many of
which can have a huge impact on both the
physical and the financial consequences of
the decisions made.
On a tactical level a pipe replacement plan is about
answering one simple question:

Which pipes should you replace first?
The normal response would be to try and predict, in which
order the pipes in the water network will fail—and then
replace them accordingly.
However, this may not necessarily be the optimum way
forward regardless of whether you look at it from a
technical or a financial point of view. Instead, by utilizing
a combination of Grundfos Utility Analytics tools and

features you will be able to perform risk-based comparison
and prioritization with unprecedented accuracy,
considering factors like:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pipe materials
pipe aging
loads
soil conditions
contractor information
historical events
cashflow
consequence of no supply
and more.

Hydraulic modeling
By running close to real-time hydraulic modeling in the
background, and leveraging extra data about consumption,
buildings and network assets, Grundfos Utility Analytics is
able to fill in a lot of blanks. Plus, our API allows for literally

10
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OUTPUT

INPUT

This is how you will use Grundfos Utility Analytics to compare and prioritize

Asset data (GIS)
Failure data
(Work Orders)

Simulation data
(Hydraulic Modelling)

Other metrics
(Grundfos Utility
Analytics/external)

Events
Meters
Levels of Service

Installation date
Replacement cost

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 6

STEP 5

STEP 4

Failure
Analysis

Component
Importance

Risk of no
service

Compare &
Prioritize

Zones 3D

Infrastructure
Value Analysis

Asset failure rates
Failure probabilities
Service lives

Consequence
of asset failure

Unmet demand
per year (m3)

Asset prioritisation for
pipe replacement plan

Zone-based KPIs

Infrastructure
Value Indexes

any type of data to be fed into the system. This means
that the hydraulic modeling is always based on a solid
amount of data. The software is therefore able to do
failure analysis and assess the consequence of failure of
each pipe in a water supply network, by simulating the
resulting reduced service.
This again allows for prioritizing not just based on the
likelihood of failure but on a holistic matrix including
the cost of replacement, and the financial and physical
criticality for every single pipe in your network.

Operational benefits
Once you have your pipe replacement plan in place your
operations manager and your field crews will be able
to benefit from the most granular prioritization on a
day-to-day basis and as new data becomes continuously
available. Therefore, they will be able to prevent leaks and

bursts much more proactively, as their ability to better
guide the search, listen to and address the right pipes is
fueled by failure analysis and predictions.
While the pipe replacement plan is a part of your tactical
asset management it also provides profits on the shortterm financial side. Plus, it enables your utility to enhance
customer satisfaction by reducing the number of leaks
and other unwanted events.

“We no longer rely on
guestimating but are able
to prioritize based on
waterproof simulations,
calculations, and comparisons”

11
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

Grundfos Utility Analytics architecture

Utility data
SCADA/GIS/Inspections
AMR/Billing/Other

In partnership with

Grundfos Utility Analytics
data sync technology

CAPTURE

CLEAN & ENRICH

External data

Grundfos Utility Analytics
web agents

Weather / CENSUS / Other

Limited data ? Try us !
Even with limited, imperfect, or unreliable water data from GIS, SCADA and
other available sources, you don’t need to worry about getting the system up
and running—or getting a return on your investment.
Grundfos Utility Analytics makes any data compatible in time and space and fill
in the blanks where data is missing to specifically address this problem.

12
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PRESENT

PROCESS

APPS
CITY

People

Network

Zones 3D

Maps

Events

Meters

Spectrum

Network
Model

Indices

Minimun
Energy

Water
Balance

Failure
Prediction

Inspecation
Analysis

Component
Importance

Risk of no
service

Compare &
Prioritize

Indicators

Financial
Analysis

Infrastructure
Value Index

MONITOR

DIAGNOSE

Energy
Balance

PREDICT

PLAN
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

CITY

SEE THE PICTURE.
THE WHOLE PICTURE
This module sets the scene for the
Grundfos Utility Analytics solution with
its dynamic 3D spatial and time analytics
continuously running in the background.
Log in to your Grundfos Utility Analytics
account in the cloud—and get immediate
access to updated and high-level views
into all your data.

The City module enables you to combine consumption,
service, demographics, zoning, and social data. Human
behavior and activity level across the city become
available 24/7/365 just as network performance becomes
clearer and more focused on the client. In addition,
the unique 3D zoning allows for unprecedented urban
planning insight.

14
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Benefits
STRATEGIC LEVEL

• One set of data for all
• Holistic overview

TACTICAL LEVEL

• Performance analytics
• People and network diagnostics

OPERATIONAL LEVEL

• Overall 3D city view with zonal indicators
• Layer-based overview of network
• 24/7/365 Monitoring & event detection

15
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

CITY tools
People
The combination of
consumption and service
analytics, demographics,
urban occupation, social
data, and other sources
reveals new dimensions in
understanding the city.
• City-centric, dynamic 3D spatial and time analytics
• Cities are people: get a clearer view of your
consumers’ presence across town, at all times of
the day

• Combine data sources to reach a better
understanding of human behavior
• Observe reality in detail and continuously
evolve plans and designs.

Network
A full 3D environment
for the water network,
combined with a powerful,
next-gen cityscape, affords
even the non-experts a
deeper insight into its
behavior and analytics.
• Service-centric, dynamic 3D spatial and time analytics
• Available high-quality buildings literally add new
dimensions in service analytics display

• Wide range of hydraulic, water quality,
asset management, leakage/flow, risk,
cost, and other metrics.

16
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Zone 3D
The Zones 3D feature
provides a fully immersive
cityscape where urban
zoning becomes easier to
analyze and prioritize in
time and space, simplifying
decision-making. Wide
range of zone-based KPIs.
• Planning-centric, dynamic 3D space, and
time analytics
• Time tracking of zone and system diagnostics

• Repeatable, direct support to system
prioritization.

17
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

MONITOR

INCREASE YOUR
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY.
IN REAL-TIME
Listen to your network and react in realtime to water losses and other events. The
Monitor module collects feedback 24/7/365
to validate your records and let you learn
about system and consumer behavior. You
will also be able to quantify your zones for
prioritization.

The key to operational efficiency is real-time monitoring.
Which is exactly what you get from the Grundfos
Utility Analytics Monitor module with its 4 key
features, e.g. enabling your operational staff to
instantly detect deviations to normal network
behavior—and to act fast. These unique features
significantly reduce your response time to field
events. In addition, you are provided with systematic
calculations of water balance for the entire system and
on a zone level.

18
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Benefits
STRATEGIC LEVEL

• Water Balance—one common set of figures,
continuously updated
• Overview of customer billing

TACTICAL LEVEL

• Overview of system losses
• Library-based IWA-compliant water audit framework
• Asset management
• Customer Service insights for billing, communication, etc.

OPERATIONAL LEVEL

• Real-time operational efficiency
• Instant detection of deviations and field events
• Faster response time
• Reduced O&M costs
• Measure staff performance

19
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

MONITOR tools
Maps
A location-centric
perspective on all
metering across system
and zones, as a hub to
quickly dive into available
metered quantities and
events being detected.

• Easy data feed viewer and meter selector for
categories such as flow, pressure, water
quality, energy, billing, large consumers, etc.

• Fast overview of open events
• Overlays with web-served and utility maps,
and GIS-based layers from the available array
of data sources.

Events
Detects deviations to
normal network behavior
that may translate leaks,
pipe breaks, unusual
demand, changes to
inflow and infiltration,
and a variety of network
issues.

• Active, fast detection of leaks, bursts, and other
network events, as well as metering and
communications malfunctions
• Reduced response times to field events
• Reliable, automated estimation of 			
water volumes lost

• Streamlined workflow for operational events
• Operational feedback validates data and
work orders
• Detect and quantify I&I at catchment and
sub-catchment level.
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Meters

Sensor-based monitoring
drives system usage
analytics, learning and
predicting demand
patterns and trends, and
consumer behavior.

• Dynamic, predictive demand patterns
• Advanced analysis of trends, behaviors,
consumers, and network
• Individual meter validation and reliability analysis

• A monitoring-based, direct depiction
of network behavior
• Integrated feed of demand patterns
and data to simulation models.

Spectrum
Compact, top-down
(literally) viewer of
metered zones and
their individual meters,
allowing for rapid
perception of systemwide behaviors as well as
individual comparisons.

• Rapid visual detection of normal vs.
abnormal behavior
• Unique perceptions of the relative
importance of events

• Very efficient and progressive understanding of flows and other quantities
across the system
• At-a-glance views of data gaps and
meter failures.
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

DIAGNOSE

GET THE WHYS.
AND GET READY
TO ACT UPON THEM.
While the Monitor module gives you a
real-time overview, and the Predict module
enables you to operate proactively, the
Diagnose module provides you with all
the important whys about factors like
technical network performance, water
quality or energy consumption.
The Diagnose module unfolds valuable information
about your systems behavior. With the Network
modeling feature running full-range hydraulic and
water quality simulations in the background, you have
immediate access to assessments of various factors like
system capacity, water quality, energy consumption, and

more.
Also, the module’s library-based energy balance
framework makes up a highly valuable tool providing
automated diagnosis and prioritization of system
sectors from an energy assessment point of view. Plus,
the energy analysis feature automatically calculates the
minimum energy needed to supply distributed demand
in your utility’s water network.
This way you will always know exactly how much energy
is being consumed where—and why. Which can be
useful when prioritizing various actions and investments
like repair and replacement.

22
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Benefits
STRATEGIC LEVEL
•

Diagnostic insights that feed into strategic
and financial planning

•

Network models that allow for exploring
evolutional alternatives

TACTICAL LEVEL
•

Instant diagnoses of system behavior

•

Full-range hydraulic simulation

•

Water quality simulation

•

Zone-based analysis of energy consumption
and energy balance

•

Efficiency KPIs

OPERATIONAL LEVEL
•

Operational optimization

23
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

DIAGNOSE tools
Network
Model
Efficient, Java-implemented
Epanet simulation engine
for full-range hydraulic and
water quality simulation,
with full 3D visualization
and integration with a wide
variety of mapping.

• Full-range hydraulic simulation available
in an Internet browser, using Epanet .inp files
• Native implementation of the MSX
advanced water quality simulation library
in the core engine

• Powerful result visualization is designed
to bridge gap to non-expert users and
empower them to understand results
• Full Excel® export/import of model data
and results, a common feature across all apps.

Minimum
Energy

Automatically calculates the
minimum energy needed to
supply distributed demand
in a water network using
web-available detailed
geodata.

• Calculates the minimum energy needed
to supply a given demand volume
uniformly distributed across a specified
geographical area

• On-map direct freehand drawing of target area
• Automatically retrieves detailed elevations
for the target area from web-available geodata
• Shape files may be imported as guidance
backdrops
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Water Balance

Energy Balance

Library-based, IWA-compliant water
audit standard framework for rigorous, automated diagnosis, NRW
reduction, and asset management.

Library-based energy balance framework for automated diagnosis and
prioritization of system sectors from
an energy assessment viewpoint.

• Systematic calculation of water balance
for system and zones
• Automated, consistent estimates for supplied
and lost volumes, and for NRW and
water losses KPIs
• Fully configurable libraries for any
combination of audit items
• May be automatically fed from billing/CRM,
network monitoring, and other sources.

• Systematic calculation of energy balance
for system and zones
• Automated, consistent estimates for delivered,
dissipated, recovered, and lost energy, as well
as energy efficiency KPI
• Fully configurable libraries for any combination
of audit items.

Indices

Simulation-based, technical
performance assessment
of system capacity, water
quality, energy use, and any
other system behavior.

• Calculates performance indices—detailed technical
performance metrics based on the values of certain
features or state variables of urban water networks.
• Indices include hydraulics [e.g., service pressure,
contingency pressure, pressure variation, velocity),

water quality (travel time, concentration)
• Performance indices selected from editable libraries
updated with latest R&D
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

PREDICT

LEARN FROM YOUR
SYSTEM, RATHER
THAN FROM UNHAPPY
CUSTOMERS OR
MISPLACED INVESTMENT
Good planning relies on precise
predictions. And who wants to depend
on gut feelings and expensive experience
when trying to keep one step ahead of
events like leaks and pipe bursts? The
Grundfos Utility Analytics Prediction
module will keep you ahead of any
important event.
This module will allow you to uncover more valuable
information about your assets, your water losses, and
your network failures. You will be enabled to predict asset
service life and uncover reliability and condition patterns.

You will also be able to extract more useful information
from asset records, geodata, failure records/work orders,
and inspections. Not to mention the ability to forecast
service risk.
Like other parts of Grundfos Utility Analytics this
module contributes to breaking down silos within the
water company. Management, finance, engineering,
operations, customer service; everybody looks at the
same figures and speaks the same language across the
entire organization. Vertically and horizontally.
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Benefits
STRATEGIC LEVEL
•

Break down organizational silos

•

KPIs for measuring company performance
(overall + zones)

TACTICAL LEVEL
•

Analysis of failures and inspections

•

Prioritization of component service and replacement

•

Service interruption risk metrics

•

Improved risk management

OPERATIONAL LEVEL
•

Improved operational efficiency

•

Faster response time for field staff

•

Water Quality staff get better control over where
and when to sample for compliance

•

Increased customer satisfaction
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

PREDICT tools
Failure
Prediction

Using system component
failure records, such as work
orders, predicts present and
future probability of failure
of pipes.

• Predicts individual pipe probability of failure and
failure rate at any point in time
• Uses pipe inventory data and asset failure records,
e.g. from work orders

• Includes two alternative predictive models: Poisson
and LEYP (Linear Extended Yule Process).

Inspection
Analysis

Using pipeline inspection
and condition assessment
records, predicts future
condition, residual life, and
guide the inspection effort.

• Uses pipe inventory data and inspection records,
e.g. from acoustic correlators or CCTV
• Other covariates may be supplied as geodata
• Projects the effect of age on condition and
estimates confidence levels for the predictions

• Measures the value of explanatory variables
• Two predictive models: Random Forest
machine-learning model and Gompitz
stochastic model
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Component
Importance

Assesses the consequence
of failure of each pipe in a
water supply network, by
simulating the resulting
reduced service.

• Calculates the individual importance of each pipe
by comparing the total demand that the network is
hydraulically capable of satisfying when that pipe
is down, with the total demand supplied by the
unimpaired network

• Capable of computing the effect over extended
periods (e.g. the 24h cycle)
• Results available in 2D or 3D mapping visualization,
alongside all hydraulic results.

Risk of no
service

Quantifies supply service
interruption risk through
expected reduced service,
based on individual pipe
failure probabilities and
consequences.

• Calculates a service interruption risk metric,
expressed as the expected volume of demand that
the system will be unable to satisfy over one year,
caused by the failure of each individual pipe

• Combines results from Failure Analysis and
Component Importance.
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

PLAN

PRIORITIZE AND PLAN
YOUR TIME, SPACE, AND
INVESTMENTS. BETTER
The Grundfos Utility Analytics Planning
module enables directors and managers
to optimize their short and long-term
prioritizations alike, improving the utility’s
overall Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and
Return on Investment (ROI).
Imagine being able to make strategic decisions and
to plan any investment based on solid calculations,
comparisons, predictions, and diagnoses.

Sounds good?
Now add the ability to project short and long-term
performance prioritized through objective-guided
metrics, and to evaluate intervention alternatives
supported by repeatable, auditable, and transparent
processes.
Or how about getting access to a complete library of
valuable key performance indicators including industry
standards (IWA).
All this comes with the Grundfos Utility Analytics
Planning module. And then some.
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Benefits
STRATEGIC LEVEL
•

Improved prioritization of CAPEX and TOTEX investments

•

Auditable and defendable decisions

•

Quantification of impacts over the long term

•

Optimized organizational efficiency via KPIs

•

Organizational transparency

TACTICAL LEVEL
•

Improved planning of repair and replacement

•

More reliable prioritization of short-term actions

•

Optimized utilization of resources

OPERATIONAL LEVEL
•

Improved operational efficiency

•

Optimized CIP prioritization
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

PLAN tools
Compare
& Prioritize
AWARE-P-compatible
decision support
environment where
competing/strategies
projects are measured up
and prioritized through
objectives-guided
metrics.

• Quantification of impacts over the
long-term
• Ability to include the most relevant
viewpoints

• Ready to incorporate expert knowledge but
engage non-technical decision-makers
• Defendable decisions are reached through
a repeatable, auditable, and transparent
process.

Indicators

A framework for selection
and calculation of KPIs
based on organized
libraries, including industry
standards and userdeveloped libraries.

• Guided KPI selection process leads to
informed, efficient selection
• Rigorous PI definitions, base data, and units

• Required information clearly displayed
• Includes reference KPI libraries such as IWA’s
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Financial
Analysis

Assesses net present value
(NPV) and the internal
rate of return (IRR) of any
financial project from a
long-term perspective.

• A planning tool with the capability to
project user-defined investments, costs,
and revenues over any period of time

• A simplified, rapid means to explore the
relationship between the duration of a
given plan's projected horizon and its
NPV and IRR

Infrastructure
Value Index
Analyze the aging degree of
an infrastructure comprised
of any number of assets,
and forecasts short and
long-term investment and
rehab needs.

• IVI translates the aging degree of an
infrastructure, calculated as the replacement value-weighted average its components’ percental remaining useful life

• An effective tool for diagnosing the impact
of investment policies on service availability
and financial sustainability
• Linear and vertical assets with any degree
of granularity may be included in the analysis
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GRUNDFOS UTILITY ANALYTICS

WITH 75 YEARS OF
HYDRAULIC SCIENCE
IN OUR BACKGROUND,
GRUNDFOS KNOWS ONE
OR TWO THINGS ABOUT
WATER AND WASTEWATER

Grundfos Utility Analytics enables utilities
to act even more wholeheartedly upon
UN Sustainable Development Goals 6 & 13.
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Our software provides you with the
Whats, the Whys, the Wheres, and the Whens.

OUR PUMPS PROVIDE
YOU WITH THE HOWS
Since 1945, Grundfos has been a world leader in pumps.
Today we are the world’s largest manufacturer in the
field, renowned for our pumps’ unique service life,
reliability, and energy efficiency.
By integrating sensors and soft sensors with builtin algorithms into pumps and pump controllers, we
provide water utilities with accurate data and detail. This
enables them to increase their efficiency and security of
supply while at the same time optimizing their energy
consumption.

Water and wastewater know how
Over the years we have built an extensive knowledge
about water transport and distribution. A knowledge
that has led us on a digital journey from being a pump
provider to offering enhanced and intelligent water
solutions, what we call Grundfos iSOLUTIONS.
One example is our Demand Driven Distribution
solution, enabling utilities to considerably reduce surplus
water pressure in pipes, save energy, reduce leakage, and
lower the risk of pipe burst.

reduction and strategic infrastructure planning.
A step that brings us closer to what is happening in the
water network. And a step that will enable us to offer a
holistic and interconnected solution between pumping
station and network, where our utility customers are
able to monitor, predict, diagnose, plan—and act.

Value-adding synergies
The combination of Grundfos’ leading water and pump
system expertise with the unique Grundfos Utility
Analytics technology will create world-class intelligent
water and wastewater network condition monitoring
and performance optimization services.
On an asset decision level, the combination will enable
utility design engineers to determine future pumping
and pipe network requirements based on hydraulic
simulations. For example, engineers will be able to
simulate with great precision what will happen in
the utility’s water distribution network if a certain
Grundfos pump model is installed. This will visualize and
quantify benefits in advance, improve the ROI of CAPEX
investments and make it much easier to justify financial
and technical decisions made.

Now, with the Grundfos Utility Analytics software, we
have taken yet another important step on our digital
path. A step addressing water loss
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REQUEST A DEMO
Get an online demonstration of the Grundfos Utility Analytics features
and tools that appeals to you the most on www.grundfos.com.

Pricing
The software operates under a simple, monthly subscription unlimited user
price model, for use by directors, managers, operators, and finance personal
within the utility.

Training
Grundfos Utility Analytics is an advanced, yet easy-to-use software once you
know how to. To ensure your team gets the best possible lift-off we therefore
start by conducting a number of training sessions.

Data security
Grundfos Utility Analytics is a non-intrusive and cloud-based software. No
installation is needed nor is any system integration required. Only the utility
data needed (SCADA, GIS, AMR/AMI, Work Orders etc.) is received, and the
utility is in full control of data and results at all times.

0621/WU/4012850-BrandBox

Based on a short interview aimed at mapping out your utility’s main
challenges we prepare a tailored (and deeper) presentation for all relevant
stakeholders within the utility.

Grundfos Utility Analytics is a registered trademark of BF Software Lda. in the USA, the European Union and other countries. All images © 2018, Grundfos Utility Analytics. All rights reserved.
Trademarks displayed in this material, including but not limited to Grundfos, the Grundfos logo and “be think innovate” are registered trademarks owned by The Grundfos Group. All rights reserved. © 2021 Grundfos Holding A/S, all rights reserved.

REQUEST A TAILORED PRESENTATION

GRUNDFOS
902 Koomey Road
US-77423, Brookshire, TX
Tel: 630-236-5500
www.grundfos.us
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